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Protection designed for you.
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Travel Rescuer highlights:

Medical Evacuation and Repatriation Services
• Emergency medical evacuations
• Transportation to join a hospitalized member
• Transportation after stabilization
• Return of mortal remains

Other benefits: 

Medical Assistance Services
• Worldwide medical and dental referrals
• Replacement of corrective lenses and medical devices
• Medications, vaccines, and blood transfers
• Dispatch of doctors and specialists

Travel Assistance Services
• Replacement of lost or stolen travel documents
• Translation services
• Emergency travel arrangements
• Legal referrals

Worldwide Destination Intelligence
• Pre-travel information
• Travel and health information
• Real-time security intelligence

Depend on Travel Rescuer for:

Global access
Our travel assistance provider has a proprietary network with 
nearly 60,000 international resources.

Dedicated expertise
Physicians, nurses, and travel and security experts are located  
at a centralized Emergency Response Center (ERC) and are 
ready to assist you 24/7. This program offers consultation, 
coordination, and evacuation services only. No medical or health 
coverage is provided.

Multilingual communication
At all times, the ERC is staffed with experts who speak 15 of the 
world’s most commonly used languages, with ready access to 
interpreters who speak more than 100 languages.

Reliable service
Our travel assistance provider has an outstanding reputation for 
dependability and professionalism.

Coverages may not be available in all states. Coverages described are subject to all 
the terms and conditions of the policy, including deductibles, exclusions, and limits 
of liability. Not all agents are authorized to write all types of insurance. Policies may 
be underwritten by SECURA Insurance Company or SECURA Supreme Insurance 
Company, affiliated companies referred to collectively as SECURA Insurance 
Companies. Please read the policy carefully.

SECURA’s Travel RescuerSM lets you travel  
with confidence. 

You get 24/7 access to medical, travel, and security 
assistance services — at no additional premium.

If you or relatives who live in your household are 100 or 
more miles from home and need help, Travel Rescuer will 

come to your rescue.

Travel Rescuer is available to MILE-STONE Gold policyholders, 
as well as Farm policyholders with Agri-Protector Plus.
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